


Orgainvent

t. History
ln summer 1994 the tv-programs informed via news and specials the consumers

about a new desease of cows in the UK : scenarios expected about 10.000 potentially
killed people via this Mad Cow Desease (BSE) and Creutzfeld-Jakob illness. ln Ger-

many the consumption of beef did slow down by more than 25 percent.

ln August 1994 the German retailer Kaufland/Lidl asked the agro-sector and all

retailers to work for more transparency for cows and beef ; it was a Call for an Anti-

Crisis Plan. The EHI Retail lnstitute created a Round Table in December and proposed

in March 1995 a facultative Label disclosing the Source of the Cow and Beef. lt was

the first step for Tracing/Tracking of animals.

ln July a FIow-Chart under the title ,,Responsibility Chain from Farm to Fork" bridged

for the first time all players from the birth of the cow, feeding, slaughtering, Pro-
cessing and distribution and joined the responsibility for the Total Supply Chain. This

result of the workshop was shared with the representatives of seven countries !

ln December 1996 EHI demanded electronic identification for cows - in January 1997

ADIA/ADED and EDIFACT/EANCOM are recognized as common ED|-Standards in the
German Meat Business. ln March 1997 theEU-AgrarMinisterCouncildecides to re-

lease an EU-Regulation to label the sources of beef. -- lt has to be kept in mind that
in Germany due to the National Constitution the Control of Food is part of the 15

Regional Governments - the EHI-label nevertheless at this time already was accepted
nationwide and by international suppliers as a facultative system - becoming the
basis for an EU-Regulation. lnsofar this private initiative is an Example for the Power

of the Civil Society.

Another push for the initiative was in 1997 the creation of a 50150-joint venture of
EH|-resources from the Workshop Meat and parts of the CMA-Germany ( Central

national Marketing Agency oft he AgroSector) under the name Orgainvent. lt was a

Trust-building measure for the Total Supply Chain itself - which calmed frictions
within the Sector from farm to fork.

Technically Orgainvent pushed the GS 1 standard EAN 128 as a barcode of the former
EHl-label and EANCON as the enlarged messenger system. Last but not least in Febru-

ary 1998 Orgainvent was accredited in Germany by the FederalAgency BLE and by

this Germany was very well prepared for the EU Regulation 820197 which demanded

uniformed standardisations and controls for facultative labelling-systems for beef.

This Regulation was enriched by further details in September 2000 as EU-Regulation

L760/2000 with the aim for obligatory tracing and tracking for cows and beef.

2. Segmentation and Diversification
While in the beginning the tracing/tracking of Orgainvent was purely an anti-crisis
tool of a Sector Consensus for cows and beef - later the systematic was used and



enlarged as Pro-active Marketing for branding goods in the meat-industry for
programmes like Lable Rouge or EDEKA-Gutfleisch, which associate the origin with
many other hard and soft criteria potentially such as ,,grazed on pasture" or
,,organic".

Also the QR-code of f-trace (see also GS 1 Germany) was founded as a segmentation
of the Orgainvent tracing/tracking : in this case in 2011 as a response to dioxin in
pork. ALDI South together with its supplier Toennies created a QR-system where
consumers could check the origin of the pork/pigs.

The experiences of Orgainvent are used also as a kind of diversification by other
sectors. ln 2010 Orgainvent was entrusted with the provision of management services

for REDcert, which had been formed to establish a certification and inspection system

for sustainably produced biomass in the biofuel sector.

Similarly in 20L1 discussions started with SeedGuard which was establishing a

certification system for high quality,mordanted seeds. Common to all of the systems

or concepts is the approach that, starting from existing or impending statutory
provisions, the commercial groups concerned proactively accept their responsibility
to establish a commercial strategy that complies with the legislation and document
this by volountarily submitting to the assurance systems in question. At the same

time these systems help to underpin the ubiquitous desire to deregulate state
functions !


